The Micro-seiki.nl program.
In the micro-seiki.nl program some Micro Seiki originals are reproduced.
The reproduced products are exactly copied from originals. I get the measurements from other owners or
bought originals.
Reproduced products means:


Same dimensions,



If possible the same materials and

Same weight.
All products come with an Operating Manual or Instruction Manual.
You can buy the products on this website and at Ebay. Payments can be done with PayPal and Bank
transfer.


How?
Till now all products in the program have been copied from originals. Original bought items are
examined. (weight, what material, measurements, etc.) These results are put in several computer
programs. (Programs for machines at the metal shop, for example) The first reproduced item will then be
compared with the original and then tested by one or two people. If an original part has the name “Micro
Seiki” on it, than this will not be copied. This is done so people can recognize the original. When
everything is all right the new reproduced Micro Seiki part will be released on Ebay and our website.

Prices.


Most prices are without shipment.



Please look at our website for actual prices.
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Dust cover C-1000

Dust cover C-853

Dust cover C-5000

www.micro-seiki.nl






The dust cover can be used for:
DDX-1000, DQX-1000,
DDX-1500, RX-1500,
RB-1500, Full Choise player 1500 and
SX-1500.






The dust cover can be used for:
RX-1500 G, RX-1500 VG,
RX-1500 FVG, RX-1500 Full Choise, RX-3000, RX-5000,
SX-1500, SX-5000 and
SX-8000.

The C-5000 dust cover is based on the original MicroSeiki C-853 and
C-1000 dustcover. The C-5000 dust cover can fit a
complete RX-5000 with four arms and the motor.
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Dust cover MB - C-1

The MB (Multi Brand) C-1 dust cover is based on the
world famous Micro Seiki C-1000 and C-853 dust
covers and can be used with other High-end
turntables.

Plinth Stabilizer RW1500

The RW-1500 (additional weight) must be added to
the Micro Seiki RX-1500 turntable to keep the same
resonance frequency of the plinth when the motor is
separated from it.

Rigid Feet R-15

The rigid feet are an exact copy of the original MicroSeiki R-15 rigid posts. These feet can be used for:
RX-1500 series, BL-99V, SX-1500 and
SX-555FVW.
These feet deliver a very dramatic upgrade.
All dimensions and weight are exactly copied from the
original.




Rigid Feet R-15 b

The R-15b are exactly the same as the R-15 feet. The
only difference is that it is made of Brass

Platter Ring No. 1

This Platter Ring is a reproduction of the original Micro
Seiki Platter Ring.

Motorbase upgrade
RS-1550 for RY-1500

This product has never been made by Micro Seiki. It is
based on the RS-8050 made by Micro Seiki.
We named it “RS-1550”.

Platter Ring No. 2

This Platter Ring has never been made by Micro Seiki.
It is based on Platter Ring No.1 and can only be used
on the RX-1500 TT with a Aluminum Platter. (RT2000A)
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RT-2000 including
Platter handles

The reproduced RT-2000 is an almost exact copy of the
original. The only difference is that is made of Brass.

RS-1500

Motor platform

Flywheel HS-80

The reproduced HS-80 will be an exact copy of the
original.

For actual news, database, gallery, original repair parts, other sellers, etc. look at: www.micro-seiki.nl
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